While there are a considerable number of software engineering methodologies for developing multi-agent systems, not much work has been reported on the evaluation and comparison of these methodologies. This paper presents a comparative analysis of five well-known MAS-development methodologies. The comparison is based on a feature analysis framework published previously [1] . This framework allows the comparative analysis to be made on a variety of evaluation criteria, covering both agent-oriented aspects and system engineering dimensions. The analysis also compares the methodologies in terms of their support for the steps in the development process, and for agent-oriented concept modeling.
Introduction
Compared to the preceding efforts in system engineering such as object-oriented (OO) paradigm, the work in agent-oriented (AO) system engineering is still underdeveloped. However, with the rapid growth and promise of the agent technology, a number of methodologies for developing MAS (denoted as "MAS methodologies") have been proposed in recent years. This has in turn led to the need to evaluate and compare them, thereby noting their strengths and weaknesses, and determining which methodology to use in a particular application.
In a previous publication, we have proposed an evaluation framework for assessing MAS methodologies [1] . Based on the feature analysis approach, this framework provides a list of evaluation criteria or methodological features to be used as yardsticks to assess MAS methodologies from different dimensions and aspects. This paper presents an application of this framework to five well-known MAS methodologies: MASE [2] , GAIA [3] [4] , methodology for systems of BDI agents [5] , Prometheus [6] , and MAS-CommonKADS [7] . The objective is to obtain a comparative analysis of the five methodologies, rather than a detailed analysis of each.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 provides an overview of the feature analysis framework while section 3 gives a summarized description of the five MAS methodologies. We present the comparative analysis in section 4, and some conclusions and perspectives in section 5.
Feature Analysis Framework
The framework proposed in [1] was developed from the synthesis of various existing feature analysis frameworks, including those for evaluating conventional system development methodologies -namely [8] , [9] , [10] and [11] , and those for evaluating MAS methodologies -namely [12] , [13] , [14] and [15] . The framework therefore improves on the existing work by extensively assessing both agent-specific (or MAS specific) and generic system engineering dimensions. It also pays attention to all three major components of a system development methodology -i.e. process, techniques and models. The framework's evaluation criteria are considered representative, casegeneric, and centered on the capabilities and usefulness of a MAS methodology.
The structure of the framework is shown in figure 1 . It is comprised of four components [ Each criterion in the framework is accompanied by an evaluation question (Table 1) . Two criteria, "Steps in the development process" (in Process Related Criteria) and "Concepts" (in Model Related Criteria), which respectively examine the development steps supported by a MAS methodology, and the concepts that the methodology's models are capable of expressing, require a more comprehensive assessment. Tran et al. [1] proposed a list of "standard" process steps and concepts that serve as a checklist for this assessment (Tables 3 and 4) . a. Are there rules and guidelines to ensure consistency between levels of abstractions within each model (i.e. internal consistency), and between different models? b. Are representations expressed in a manner that allows for consistency checking between them? 27. Complexity: is there a manageable number of concepts expressed in each model/diagram? 28. Ease of understanding of models: Are the models easy to understand? 29. Modularity: Does the methodology and its models provide support for modularity of agents? 30. Abstraction: Does the methodology allow for producing models at various levels of detail and abstraction? 31. Autonomy: Can the models support and represent the autonomous feature of agents (i.e. the ability to act without direct intervention of humans or others, and to control their own states and behaviours)? 32. Adaptability: Can the models support and represent the adaptability feature of agents (i.e. the ability to learn and improve with experience)? 33. Cooperative behavior: Can the models support and represent the cooperative behavior of agents (i.e. the ability to work together with other agents to achieve a common goal)? 34. Inferential capability: Can the models support and represent the inferential capability feature of agents (i.e. the ability to act on abstract task specifications)? 35. Communication ability: Can the models support and represent "knowledge-level" communication ability (i.e. the ability to communicate with other agents using language resembling human-like speech acts)? 36. Personality: Can the models support and represent the personality of agents (i.e. the ability to manifest attributes of a "believable" human character)? 37. Reactivity: Can the models support and represent reactivity of agents (i.e. the ability to selectively sense and act)? 38. 
MAS Development Methodologies
The five MAS methodologies selected for the comparative analysis are considered the most comprehensive, widely referenced, and well documented AO software engineering methodologies compared to other existing work. Each of these methodologies offers a set of steps, techniques, and/or models for the analysis and design of MAS. [2] This methodology has been applied to numerous graduate-level and research projects. Its process steps include identifying and organizing system goals, distilling use cases and elaborating them into sequence diagrams, identifying roles, identifying agent classes from roles, defining inter-agent conversations, designing agent internals, and specifying MAS deployment details.
Multiagent Systems Engineering -MaSE
The GAIA methodology [3] [4] GAIA adopts an organization-oriented approach towards MAS development. Its Analysis phase develops four major models: Preliminary Role Model, Preliminary Interaction Model, Environment Model (which describes MAS environment in terms of abstract resources), and Organizational Rule Model (which specifies rules that affect the whole MAS). The design phase then transforms these models into sufficiently low-level abstractions, including Complete Role and Interaction Models, Organizational Structure Model, Agent Model, Service Model (which specifies the services offered by each agent), and Acquaintance Model. [5] This methodology classifies models into external or internal levels. External models represent a system-level view of the system, and include Agent and Interaction Models. At the internal level, each model describes an abstract internal component of the agent, including Belief Model, Goal Model, and Plan Model.
Methodology for BDI agents -BDIM
The Prometheus methodology [6] Prometheus aims to provide a detailed, complete methodology for developing MAS with BDI-like agents. It consists of three phases: · System specification: identifies the basic functionalities, percepts, actions, and use case scenarios of the target MAS; · Architectural design: identifies agents, events, interactions, and shared data objects; and · Detailed design: designs the internals of each agent. Each agent is composed of "capabilities", which are in turn made up of lower-level capabilities, plans, internal events, and data.
The MAS-CommonKADS methodology [7] This methodology also extends from CommonKADS, although it takes advantage of many OO techniques. knowledge, inference knowledge, and problem-solving methods) are specified.
· Organization Model: MAS organization is described in terms of agent aggregation and inheritance. · Design Model: Infrastructure facilities, agent architecture, software and hardware required for MAS implementation are specified.
Comparative Analysis
Using the feature analysis framework of Tran et al. [1] , the comparative analysis of the above MAS methodologies was performed for Process Related, Model Related, and Supportive Feature Criteria. The evaluation of Technique Related Criteria is not presented in this paper, as it entails an in-depth analytical discussion of each methodology, which is most relevant when the developer has decided on which particular methodology to use, or is choosing between a small number of methodologies that provide the same or similar process steps (thus requiring an investigation of techniques to determine which method is the best in performing these common steps for a particular application). An in-depth comparison of MAS methodologies' techniques will be presented in a future paper. Criteria 9, 10, 13, 22, and 27 are also not presented in this paper for the same reason. Criteria "Steps in the development process" and "Concepts represented by MAS models" will each be analyzed separately because each requires an extensive assessment. (Table 2) Apart from BDIM which does not explicitly specify its lifecycle model, the other MAS methodologies adopt an iterative, incremental SDLC for their MAS development. The documentation of BDIM [5] actually does reveal the need for iterative refinements for its models (specifically, the refinement of internal models like Belief, Goal, and Plan Models feeds back to the external models such as Agent and Interaction Models, and vice versa). All methodologies cover only the Analysis (A) and Design (D) phases of SDLC, except for MAS-CommonKADS that touches on the issues of conceptualization (C) phases.
Process-Related Analysis
With regard to the development perspective, GAIA and MASE are top-down (TD), Prometheus is bottom-up (BU), while BDIM and MAS-CommonKADS are hybrid (H). We define an AOSE methodology as top down if it starts from the analysis of high-level elements such as system goals, major functionality, problem statement, and organizational structure and proceeds to identifying and designing agents as system components that realize these elements. In contrast, a bottom-up AOSE methodology begins by analyzing low-level behaviours or tasks of the system, which are then packaged to compose agents. A hybrid (H) approach integrates both approaches by identifying agents from the consideration of both high-level system goals/organization, and low-level system tasks and responsibilities.
Most MAS methodologies are suitable to all types of application domains and heterogeneous agents, except for BDIM and Prometheus which target BDI-like agents. MaSE and Prometheus are considered supportive of the verification and validation process, since they provide rules or guidelines to assist the system developers in verifying and validating the developed models. For example, Prometheus suggests that a good MAS design will have a minimal number of shared data objects captured in its System Overview Diagram. MaSE, Prometheus and MAS-CommonKADS are also perceived to be easier to understand and to follow than GAIA and BDIM, thanks to their detailed instructions on the development process and on each process step. All methodologies provide a clear path for refining their models through gradual stages to reach an implementation (or at least for clearly connecting the implementation level to the design specification).
With regard to the approaches towards MAS development, our assessment is performed on three categories of approaches: · Generic approach: including OO-based approach and Knowledge-Engineering (KE) based approach. The former either adapts or extends OO models and techniques, while the latter builds upon techniques from knowledge engineering [22] . · The use of "role": A MAS methodology can be role-oriented (RO), i.e. using "roles" as the main abstraction for MAS analysis and design, or non-role-oriented (NRO), i.e. relying on other constructs such as use cases, enterprise/workflow models, and interactions to develop agents and MAS. · Approach in role identification: If a methodology is role-oriented, it can identify roles in the system by following a goal-oriented analysis approach (GO), behaviororiented analysis approach (BO), or organisation-oriented analysis approach. The five investigated MAS methodologies can demonstrate the adoption of all of the above approaches, except for the behavior-oriented analysis approach for role identification. (Table 2) Compared to other MAS methodologies, MAS-CommonKADS can capture and represent the highest number and the most diverse AO concepts (i.e. criterion "Completeness") thanks to its comprehensive set of models. All five methodologies offer detailed explanations on their models' notation and semantics, except for MASCommonKADS which does not provide any notation for its Design model (i.e. criterion "Formalization/Preciseness"). All methodologies, except for MASCommonKADs, offer steps and related techniques to support the transforming of models into other models (i.e. "Model Derivation" criterion).
Model-Related Analysis
"Consistency" criterion is assessed in terms of two questions: · whether there are rules and guidelines to ensure consistency between levels of abstractions of a model/diagram or between different models/diagrams; and · whether the models/diagrams are expressed in a manner that allows for consistency checking between them As shown in Table 2 , methodologies that offer the highest support for consistency assurance are MaSE and Prometheus. All methodologies however encourage their models to be developed at various levels of details and abstractions (i.e. "Abstraction" criterion).
Agent characteristics that all five MAS methodologies can support and model are modularity, autonomy, agent cooperative behavior, "knowledge-level" communication ability, reactivity, and deliberative behavior. This finding is desirable, considering the significance of these constructs in MAS analysis and design. Constructs that most methodologies overlook are agent adaptability, agent personality, agent temporal continuity, concurrency, and sub-system interactions.
All five methodologies make it possible to reuse the developed models, e.g. Expertise Models of MAS-CommonKADS can be reused by agents with similar task inference requirements [7] . (Table 2) The five investigated methodologies appear to focus merely on the development of typical, simple MASs, without paying much attention to add-on capabilities of MAS such as openness/scalability, software tool, agility and robustness. No methodologies address the use of mobile agents in MAS. Only GAIA explicitly supports the development of MASs with self-interested agents 1 . Despite of its significance in MAS design and operation, ontology is not supported nor used by most MAS methodologies. Only MAS-CommonKADS briefly involves ontology in its development process, particularly in the modeling of agent "domain knowledge". It also acknowledges that ontology servers should be part of the infrastructure facilities to be designed for the agent network. (Table 3) The list of standard MAS-development steps proposed by [1] is used as a checklist to compare the five MAS methodologies. The support of each methodology for each step is assessed on a 4-point scale:
Supportive Feature Analysis

Support for Steps in the Development Process
0: no support is provided 1: the step is included but no techniques or examples are provided 2A: the methodology provides techniques for performing the step 2B: the methodology provides examples of how the step can be performed 3: the step is discussed with techniques and examples This scheme of rating allows us to indirectly assess and compare the provision of techniques and heuristics by the methodologies. Methodologies that are most complete in terms of their support for the development steps are MaSE, Prometheus, and MAS-CommonKADS. (Table 4) We will use the list of standard MAS concepts proposed by [1] to compare the five MAS methodologies. If a MAS methodology can represent or capture a concept in its models, we can simply give it a tick ü.
Support for Concepts of MAS Models
Most concepts in the categories of "problem domain", "agent properties", "agent relationships", and "agent interactions" are supported by most MAS methodologies. However, "deployment" concepts are overlooked by most methodologies, indicating their lack of support for MAS deployment issues. Size of MAS ≤ 10 agents ≤ 100 agents Not specified Not specified Not specified
